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THE YEARS BETWEEN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL AND HIGH SCHOOL:

WHAT SCHOOLING EXPERIENCES DO STUDENTS HAVE?

Beatrice A. Ward
John R. Mergendoller
Alexis L. Mitman

Me history of the establishment of junior high and middle schools

re1 reveals a set of problems which has beset this educational level from

its beginnings in the early years of the century when high dropout rate

(NJ was the principal issue. These years represent a break in the flow

(N) of teaching/learning progression and present far less complicated

LLJ
academic and social demands on students than those found in the fifth

and sixth grades.

The junior high/middle school years represent a step backward

on a number of dimensions:

(1) Emphasis is on doing homework which is in large part unsuper-

vised. No one,.therefore, asks critical learning questions which

characterize instruction at lower levels.

(2) The curriculum content in large part overlaps with that of earlier

years. Students tend to view it as easy, and they are not.challenged

to think about it. A principal goal becomes how quickly it can be

done so that the student can move on so something else.

(3) Because of the overlapping curriculum, studenexperience at

this level is leSs complex cognitively than at lower levels. Gifted

programs are even "more of the same thing." Students are generally

not asked to adjust to many different types of teaching. The notion

that one studies different topics differently comes through miore in

elementary school.than it does in junior high/middle school.

(4) Implementation of edadationaI theory at this level is beset by

two radically different approaches. One holds that the retardation of

brairi growth during this period implies the provision of a safe,'un-

complicated environment, while Piagetian theorists hold that sudh

an environment generates boredom which interrupts the developmental

process, both academically and socially.

A, major feature Of this level of instruction consists of the student's



learning to function in the social system of the school external to the

classroom. Developmental demands on the student are such that he or she

requires time to work them out. The formation of junior high/middle schools

was in large part a response to these demands which are even today not

being addressed with sufficient sophistication. Many of the same factors

which contribute to passivity at lower grades are present at this leyel,

and even greater emphasis in dealing with non-participation is required.

Rule making and procedural clarity is crucial at this level. With

it the path to addressing the shortcomings mentioned above is possible,

as well as desirable. Without it passivitY and the "do it as quickly

as possible" syndrome will probably continue, as it does now, into

high school.
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Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to describe the modern American junior

high and middle school from the perspectives of the interested observer,

the educational researcher, and the young men and women who spend one-third

of their waking hours for some 180 days each year inside these educational

institutions. We begin by providing a brief discussion of three factors

that place junior high/middle school education in a unique context -- the

developmental stage of the students who are served, the historical rationale

for creating such schools, and the current move to establish "middle" rather

:than "junior" high schools. Then, we provide examples of the ways teachers,

students, and subjects are organized in these schools. This is followed by

a discussion of the academic and social maturity requirements students must

meet in order to perform successfully in junior high/middle schools. Next

we describe the types of teaching practices that have been observed to be
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most effective at this level of education. Finalfy, building upon the above

information, we sumMarize the demands,that are placed on students as they

move from elementary to junior high/middle schools.

Context in Which Junior Hif..,1h/

Middle School Education Takes Place

Lounsbury, Marani, and Compton (1980) estimated that on a given school

day in 1977, five million seventh-grader5 attended school in America, Multi-

plying this number by the three or four grades typically placed in junior

high/middle schools, one can surmise that some 15-20 million students cur-

rently are enrolled in these "in-between" schools. Because of the unique

characteristics of the student age group that is served the historical rea-

sons for establishing such schools, and the current trend toward provision

of a "middle" as opposed to a "junior" high school.education program, the

context in which these schools function differs markedly from that which

surrounds elementary school or high schnol education. Key features of this

04
context are described below.

Students, Ages 10-14

.The Education Research Services (1977) brief summarizing research on mid-

dle schools describes sudents ages 10-14 as "inbetweenagers," "early adoles-

cents," and "transescents." Eichhorn (1979) uses the term "transescence" to

refer to "the stage of development that begins prior to the onset of puberty

and extends through the early stages of adolescence" (p. 59). He notes

that since puberty does not occur for all precisely at the same chronological

age, "the transescent designation is based on many physical, social, emotional,

and intellectual changes that'occur throughout these developmental stages"

(p. 59).



Lounsbury, et al. (1980) suggest that seventh-graders are representa-

tive of the sorts of youngsters one would find in a junior high or middle

school. In portraying these students, they state:

Describing "the" seventh-grader is an impossible task for
seventh-graders come in many sizes and shapes, with a vari-
ety of ethnic and religious backgrounds, interests, likes
and dislikes, and hopes for the future. Their stages of
maturation are so varied; some are childlike without any
outward indication of the rapid physical changes which will
soon transform them into true adolescents. Others already
possess mature physiques and are capable of producing child-

ren. Some are weathering the maturation process with ease,
while others writhe and struggle like butterflies emerging
from tattered 4ocoons . . The seventh grade, therefore, is
composed of students who represent a true paradox. These
youngsters are alike mainly in their unlikeness, with differ-
ences not only from one another but within themselves, often
from one day to the next. (p. 4)

Nonetheless, one can assume most students will undergo a similar set of

developmental changes some time between ages 10 and 14. An obvious growth

spurt will occur and secondary sexual characteristics will develop. The

importance of peers will incjease. Interactiuns with and acceptance by the

peer group into which the student aspires to membership will receive high

priority. Reliance on adult opinion and authority will decrease. Ability

to deal with abstract as well as concrete concepts may occur, though"Epstein

and Toepfer (1978) challenge this view because of their own studies suggesting

that brain growth slows between ages 12 and 14.

Consequently, middle and junior high schools serve students during an

important and unsettled period in their lives. Providing appropriate learning

programs for them when each differs markedly from the next in regard to his

or her stage of de.velopment, is challenging -- to say the least. As Eichhorn

(1979) suggests, they need the security of structure but with enough elasticity

to explore learning and socialization in ways that are appropriate to their

developmental needs. They require friendlineSs and encouragement on the part



of teachers, the principal, and other staff members. They respond to vaPiety

in their learning experiences. They function best in a school in wilich the

"aura of learning" permeates the entire school.

The Birth of the Junior Hilh School

Perhaps because of the unique characteristics of the 10-14 year old stu-

dent, some 80 years ago the reasons given for creating junior high schools

sounded remarkably similar to the program requirements taken from Eichhorn

(above) and the middle school philosophy which will be discussed in the

section that follows. For example, Briggs (1920) stated that:

Isolated and small grammar and high schools are very,
impractical and uneconomical.

Male teacher influence, while possible in a junior high
school, is hard to obtain in an elementary school.

A program or an organizational technique is needed to
bridge the gap between the e/ementary and secondary
years.

The seventh and eighth grade organized in an 8-4 system
makes provision for individual differences, educational
guidance, and vocational guidance difficult. (pp. 4-20)

In 1918, the Commission on the Reorganization of Secondary Education des-

cribed a junior high school as follows:

In the junior high school there should be a gradual in-
troduction of departmental instruction, some choice of sub-
jects under guidance, promotion by subjects, prevocational
courses, and a social organization that calls forth

tive and develops the sense of personal responsibility for
the welfare of the group.

Charles W. Eliot, President of Harvard, provided impetus for the creation

of junior high schools in speeches to the National Education Association (NEA)

in 1888 and 1892 through his work as chairman of the Committee on Secondary

School Studies. This committee, which became *nown as the Committee of Ten, was

appointed by the Department of Superintendents of NEA. In a report published



in 1894, the Committee proposed that several subjects taught in high school,

such as algebra; geometry, and foreign languages, be initiated in the last

years of elemeptary school, or that elementary school be reduced to six

years, which would'provide a period of six years for secondary Oucation

(1894, p. 45).

John Dewey (1'903) added to the discussion by stating that the elementary

school was too long and the secondary schoo,1 needed at leact six years to do

An adequate job of developing the cultural appreciation needed for competent

citizenship.

Then, in 1904, Professor G. Stanley Hall's book, Adolescence, was pub-

lished. This was among t;'e more influential of several works regarding child-

ren in the 10-14 age range to appear at approximately the same time. Dr. Hall

described the nature if adolescents and emphasized their individual diffei'ences.

As Gruhn and Douglas (1971) note, "Professor Hall's contribution to an under-

standing of the &dolescent as it related to the educational program had a sig-

,
nificant influence in shaping the philosophy of the six-year program of second-

ary education and of the junior high school as a part of that program" (p. 38).

One other event that advanced the move to create junior high schools

was a series of studies conducted by Professor C. M. Woodward of St. Louis

University. Dr. Woodward, who also was president of the.St. Louis Board

of Education, concluded that withdrawal of students from school in St. Louis

rose sharply after age 12. He noted that boys, in particular, "find the re-

straints of the schoolroom petty and very irksome. Many of the things they

are required to do seem petty and trivial, and frequent repetitions make

them intolerable" (1901, pp. 1364-74). He Liggested that changes were need-

ed in the education programs of students of.this age.



The actual introductlon of the junior high school as part of the education

'system in America is placed some where around 1910. Lipsitz (1977) states that

the first such school was created,in a laboratory school in Berkeley, California,

in 1909. Hansen and Hearn (1971) say that OS #62 in New York City was converted

to a grade 7 and 8 school in 1905. Sweat (1977) alleges that the.first junior

high school opened in Richmond, Indiana in 1910. Regardless, in response to

criticism.regardinq school systems with 7-4, 8-4, or 9-4 grade patterns and

the growing information about'the unique characteristics of adolescents, by

1910 anew school had been created that was designed to improVe the education

program previously offered to students in the upper elementary and lower high

school grades (Sweat, 1977, p. 5).

:The Move to Middle Schools

During the perilod from 1910 to approximately 1960, the junior higkschool

became a standard part of the education system. By 1940, a 6-3-3 grade level

organization was utilized by many of the school districts in the nation. How-

ever, beginning about 1960,"questions began to be raised regarding the junior

high school. As Lipsitz (1977) s&ted, junior high schools were seen. as "ill-

conceived, watered-down high schools, plagued by a lack of fit between the

schools' organization and their students" (p. 94). The confusion which earli-

er had surrounded the definition of an ideal school for early adolescents re-

appeared. Speaking about the dilemma that continues to exist to this day,

Eichhorn (1979) notes, "There is no universally accepted prototype for an

educational program for the transition school" (p. 68).

The move to create middle schools came in response to such concerns.

Several, discussions of the rationale for creating a middle school (for ex-

ample, Education Research Service, Inc., 1977; Sweat, 1977; Gore, 1978) pro-

vide information abeLt the characteristics that differentiate philosophically
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cally between junior high schools and mfddle schools. They are:

The middle school is child-centered, the junior high school

is subject-centered.

The middle school has a flexible schedule, the junior high

school a six-Period gay.
,

The middle.school emphasizes learning how to learn,'the

,
junior high school focuses on acquisition Of a.bOdyof

,

knowledge.

The middle school utilizes variable group sizes, the junior
high school employs standard classtoom groups.

Further, a summdry of the work,of Alexander (1971), Moss (1971), and Trauschke

and Mooney (1972) appearing in an Education Research Services Brief ,(1977)

suggests that an "ideal" middle school emphasizes guidance and human relations,

'de-emphasizes sophisticaft social activities, individualizes inst

offers a wide variety of exploratory courses and activities, uses in4rdisci-

plinary teaching teams, uses both elementary and secondary certificated teach-

ers, has flexible scheduling, and gradually moves students from the self-con-

tained classroom typical of elementary schools to departmentalization at the

high school. Lounsbury, Marani, and Compton (1980) add several itemS to this

list based on a 1977 study of seventh-grade in middle schools. They noted

that most middle schools include a developmental skill program that provides

both separate and contextual teaching of reading and related comm:nication

skills, a commitment to and plan for dealing with the affective aspects of

education, recognition of the social needs of early adolescents, an activity/

laboratory rather than a presentation/telling approach to ins'truction, and a

comprehensive program of evaluation and reporting to parents.

However, the above descriptions are of "ideal" middle schools. Louns-

bury, etc,al. (1980) also state:

The middle school today, as one woufd expect, is still

very much a mixed bag. There are hundreds of middle schools
operating that are wholly departmentalized, homogeneously
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grouped, subject matter center'ed, and featuring interscho-

la§tic athletics. These schools display nearly all that
typified what became the junior high school. On the,other.

hand, there are many'middle schools,that operate in open
spaces,'that feature team teaching, ektensive eiploratory,

programs, advfser-advisee arrangements, and nearly all the

theoretically acceptable practites. The vast majority, of

course, are somewhere in between and cluster around the middle.

(p. 65) ,

HeriLd, it seems that While the theoeetical differences between a junior

high'school ahd a middle sthool are great, the actual, observahl4 differences

- are fewer.. McGlasson (1973) agreed. He found that course offerings in middle

schools were essentially the same as in junior high schools with the possfble"

exception that students were iutroduced to home economics and technical arts

at a younger age. He also fou.nd that "some" middle schools included more'

team teaching, indiyidualized instruction, and continuous progress-program

activities than junior high schools. Nonetheless, in 1982, nearly half the

schools ih the United States that serve early adolescent youngsters are iden-

tified as middle schools rather than junior°high schools. The discussion

that foltows includes information regarding students' schooling experiences

in both tYpes of these schools.

Program Organization

Several patterns of grade-leliel organincto have W,?r, identified in

junior high/middle schools. In the Shadow Study CC d seventh-grade day in a

middle school (Lounsbury, et al., 1980), almost two-thirds of the.schools

included grades 6, 7 ana 8. Thirteen percent included grades 7-8 and 12.

/percent, grades 5-8. A much earlier survey,.completed in 1965 when the move

to middle schools viE0:i just beginning, reported that 16 percent of the schools

in the northeastern United.States had changed from a grade 7-8-9 to a 6-7-3

or 5-6-7-8 system (Zdanowicz, 1965). Gore (1978) reported that in New England,
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grade organizations of 6-7-8 and 5-6-7-8 accounted for. 93.1 percent of the

315 middle schools that were surveyed. A recent survey of middle and junior'

high schools'in the San Francisco Bay'Area identified a predominance of

schools with a grade 6-7-8 organization (69 percent), fewer that included

grades 7-8-9 (25 percent), and less that housed grades 7-8 (6 percent). In

addition, all the grade 7-8-9 schools.in this survey were in the plocei\s of

.moving grade 9 to the high school and instigating a grade 6-7-8 or 7-8 plan.

Based on these data, it appears that removal of grade 9 from the junior

high/middle school and the possible addition of grade 6 to the school is a

growing practie. Rea"sons given oy principals and other administrators for

this change in grade level organization include noninstructional matters

such as keeping a high scool open, using a new schOol building; and aiding

.--'"desegregration. Instruction-related reasons encompass providing more special

ization in grade 6, remedying problems in the "old"7-8-9 schools, and providing

a program especially designed for the transescent student.

Within the above grade-level arrangements .midle and junior high schools

vary widely in the ways the instructional program is organized. 'Most schools

utilize a six-academfc-period day, plus lunch% 'Some move students from one

teacher to another each period. Others keep fifth- or sixth-grade students

with the same teacher for sevoral periods. Still others assign students to

several teachers for a block of time several perioth in duration and allow

teachers to determine how much of the time the students will spend in 'a given

subject area,. Underlying all these plans is a desire to make the students'

';.ransition from elementary to junior high/middle school as easy and successful

as possible, and to facilitate the students' later move to a departmentalized

high school, Providing more time with one, or a few, teathers is seen as a

means for easing the move from working in a self-contained elementary class



to working with six different teachers each school day. Gradually introducing

students to a six-period departmentalizd program prior to the end of grade 8
--/

(or grade 9, if included in the sci;61) also is considered important.

The following examples of three junior high/middle school programs il-

lustrate the ways students are assigned to teachers and subjects. They-are

taken from the Catalog of Bay Area Middle/Junior High/Intermediate Schools

(Far West Laboratory, 1982).

School A (Middle School)

Grade 6. Students are a_ ijned to five core t/..ams of two teachers

each. Assignment is based on language ability Cbeginning English,
intermediate and advanced English, fluent English-speaking, Spanish
bilingual, gifted and talented):

The sixth-grade schedule assigns first and second period to two of
the four core subjects (language arts, math; social studies, and
science). Lundh follows as third period. Fourth period the stu-

dents take an-elective subject. Periods 5 and 6 the students re-

turn to their core teachers. Period 7 is physical eddcation.

Grade 7.- Students are assigned to four learning4center teams made

up of three teachers each. The teams teach language arts, 'math and

social studies. Students are in the learning centers either the first
or last three periods ofJhe day. he other academic periods include

science, an elective, and physical education. Students'are assigned
heterogeneously to the learning centers except for one center that

serves the gifted students.

Grade 8. At the eighth-grade level sudents are assigned to a "clus-

ter" of approximately'28 students. Each cluster moves together
through a departmentalized program including English, math, social

studies, science, an elective and physical education. Students are

assigned to the clusters heterogeneously except for the "gifted"

cluster.

School B (Middle School)

Grade 6. Students are assigned heterogeneously to the same teacher for

a four-period "core" of English, reading, social studies, and math.

They also take physical education and an exploratory.sequence that in-

cludes, one quarter of science, art, music, and practical arts. A pull-

out remedial reading course is provided for some students during the

English part of the core program.

Grade 7. This program includes a two-period "core" of English and so-
cial studies taught consecutively by the same teacher. Students are

assigned,to the core class heterogeneously, For math, students are

-107
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f
grouped by ability. They take remedial math, regular seventh-

grade math, or pre-algebra classes. Physical education is re-
quired. One semester of science and one of reading are required.
Students may take one elective course.

Grade 8. This program is the same as that offered in seventh grade.
Algebra is offered to the advanced math students.

School C (Junior High School)

This school utilizes a rotating schedule in which a "red" day has the peri-
ods in consecutive order 1 through 6. A "blue" day begins with sixth peri-
od, then goes to 5, 3, 4, 2, and 1. At all grade levels, students are
assigned to math, science, and English classes based on ability.

Grade 7. Students take English and reading from the same teacher in

two consecutive periods. Math, physical education, geography/science,
and an elective are each taken with different teachers.

Grade 8. The program is completely departmentalized. Required courses

are English, math, physical education, U. S. history, life science/

physical sciences. Students may select one electiye.

Grade 9. Students now may choose two electives, Required courses are

English, math, science/social studies-(one semester each) and physical
education.

In terms of the transition requirements imposed upon the students, it

is clear that Schools A and B give more attention 6 providing,a link between

the self-contained elementary class and a totally departmentalized program

than,School C. In School C, one could expect students to find the beginning

, of theyear more difficult than in Schools A and B because they must work with

at least five different teachers as well as adapt to the rotating schedule.

In terms of transition to high school, all three schools phase students

into a departmentalized program. The schools also emphasize academic core

that will build the basic skills necessary to succeed in high school. The

area of weakness in the move toward high school, if there is one, is in the

electives area. Most high school programs offer students a wide selection

of possible courses from which to choose their individual course sequences.

These junior high/middle schools provide students With limited practice



in selecting electives. It is difficult to conjecture whether choosing one,

or two electives per year is sufficient preparation for making wise selec-

tions from among the diversity in course offerfngs the students will face

when they reach high school.

One other feature of these programs that warrants special note is the

extent to which students are grouped by ability for various subjects. The

giited and talented students in School A are separated from the other students

throughout the three years of middle school. In Schools B and C, students

are grouped by ability for math and in school C for several other subjects

as well. Although such arrangements may be advantageous since able 'students

will be challenged and have an opportunity to acquire new skills and knowledge

and those who need to master basic concepts and skills will be given time to

do so, they also may restrict peer interactions. As a result, some students

in these schools may find it difficult to adjust to working with a broader

range of students when they enter high school should they select courses which

include students with diverse ability levels.

Academic and Social Maturity Requirements

The authors' of this paper recently completed a Junior High School Tran-

sition Study in which we and our colleagues followed students from the sixth

grade in four feeder elementary schools to seventh grade in a grade 7-8 ju-

nior high (Ward, et al., 4982; Rounds, et al., 1982; Mergendoller & Packer,

1982; and Mitman, et ah, 1981). As part of this study, we obierved the stu-

dents as they entered and worked in their seventh grade classes during the

first quarter of the school year. We interviewed students, teachers, and

parents. We analyzed the data to determine what the junior high school exper-

ience was like for the students and to identify features of the instructional



program that appeared to help students make successful transitions. The

discussion that follows builds from this study, using the research of oth-

ers to highlight similar findings in other settings, point out discrepancies

in findings, or help explain various aspeCts of the schooling experience.

Throughout, we emphasize the perceptions, points of view, and generalized

experiences of junior high/middle school students. We rely on their de-

scriptions of junior high school to organize and provide section headings

for our discussion.

"You Still Have to Do Work"

When one considers the format of the classroom tasks and the task-related

cognitive demands which students confront in the typical junior high/middie

school, there are few -- if any -- differences from those they faced as elemen-

tary stddents. Phil Jackson's (1968) observations about elementary school de-

scribe junior high schools equally well:

The identifiable forms of classroom activity are not great

in number. The labels: "seatwork," "group discussion,"

"teacher demonstration," and "question-rand-answer period"

(which would include work "at the boarg), are sufficient

to categorize most of the things which happen when class is

in session. (p. 9)

The differences which do exist between the daily experience of elementary

and junior high or middle school students generally concern the nature of the

academic subjects which are available to students (e.g., in junior high/middle

schools students may be able to pursue a foreign language, homemaking, industri-

al arts, music, etc.), rather than the manner in which students must participate

within the class in order to leir the subject matter. Sometimes -- as in the

case of laboratory sciences -- a different assignment format accompanies a new

academic subject offering, but in general, the format of the classwork encount-

ered and assignments completed by junior-high/middle school students is



indistinguishable from that confronted by their friends a year behind in ele-

mentary school. Throughout the day, students "fill-in-the-blanks" in mimeo-

graphed worksheets prepared by a textbook publisher or the teacher, they watch

the teacher give explanations at the board and answer questions directed to

them, they participate in teacher-led (and very occasionally, student-led)

discussions, they write phrases and sentences, occasional paragraphs and few-

er essays, and they take weekly, monthly or grading period tests so that the

teacher is able to assign them a grade. Classes, as one seventh-grader told

us, are "just work, boring work." From the middle primary grades until the

end of high school, our impressioh is that this work looks much the same.

Although one might be'able to defend the repetitious n'ature of'the

assignments students are required to complete by arguing that a successful

instructional format should be used as much as possible, we question the

cognitive skills which are developed and reinforced by many assignments.

Our analysis.of the academic experience of students in a typical junior high

school suggested that th il. early adolescents in this school were often required

to take courses which were not optimally matched to their intellectual ability

(for a fuller discussion, see Rounds, et al., 1982). Moreover, course con-

tent often did not follow the "structure of the discipline" approach advocated

by curriculum theorists but focused on rote memorization -- or what Arnold

(1982) calls the "Egypt-and-flax" approach. This was particularly the case

for all students in- the mathematics classes and for all but the highest achiev-

ing students in the other subject areas.

Consider, for example, the mathematics assignment sheet which appears as

Figure 1. The computation skills required to complete the problems on the

sheet are educational pabulum for all but the least able 12-13 year olds be-

cause, as will be discussed later, most students acquired these skills in
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elementary school. When such assignments are given to all seventh-graders

regardless of their ability levels, the work wastes instructional time which

could be spent expanding many students' knowledge and ability.

Examination of the tasks required of.students in other subjcct areas

such as world history and English suggested that substantial nuMiiefs of

seventh-graders were not being challenged to use the their developing ogni-

tive capacities to think abstractly and apply multistep reasoning in these

claszes Figure 2 presents a page that was excerpted from a seventh-grade

world hi:Aory test. It illustrates both the fact-recall and the multiple-

choice features of many assignments completed by junior hiO/middle school

students.

Figure 3 includes an example of an assignment given to the students in

an advanced reading group in a seventh-grade EngliSh class. Interestingly,

it contains a few questions which require more than a fact-recall response,

e.g., "What thought is suggested by the last stanza?" "Jo you think a change

in outlook is an inevitable part of aging? Why or why not?" It suggests

that high-achieving junior high/middle school students may be provided an

educational program that is somewhat more complex than that offered other

students.
tr,

From another perspective, the work assigned to the students not oaly

appears to be uncomplicated in nature, it also seems to repeat information

and skills many students covered in fifth aid sixth grade. The Lounsbury,

et al., (1980) study includes statements by students to the effect that they

were "still doing things they did in fifth grade." As noted above, our study

indicated this was particularly the case in math. Throughout the first quarter

of the seventh grade, over 70 percent of the students were completing math com-

putation problems or working with concepts they had learned in fifth or sixth



UNIT FIVE TEST NAME

PERIOD

Which civilization developpl. farming
e

A. Egyptian C. Mesopotamian

B. Chinese D. Indian

2. The climite of Mesopotamia is,

A. Polar C. Tropical

B. Temperate D. Equatorial

The soil is rich in Mesopotamia becauys of

A. Many plants C. Deserts

B. River deposits D. Ice Caps

4. Which two rivers run through.the Mesopotamian velley

A. Indus and Ganges C. Amur and Lena

E. Yellow and Yangtze D. Tigris and Euphrates

5. What continent is Mesopotamia found in

A. Europe C. Africa

B. Asia D. Australia

6. The cities of Mesopotamia grew up where
.

A. /n mountain passea C. Along rivers

B. Along trade routes D. At the Oasis sites

. This development allowed men to stop wandering

A. The wheel . C. Domesticadied ahimals

B. FarMing D. Bettei tools

8. The who lived firstin cities

A. Sumerians C. Bahylonians

B. Egyptians D. AmOrites

9. The help of waterways to wet the soil for croies is called

A. Food flooding B. Irrigation

-7
B. Fertilization C. :Silting

Figure 2. Example page taken from seventh-grade world history test
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PROJECTIONS f3
Study Questions

Anuti iruth, pgs. 34-41.

1. Describe the community in which Jeannielives.
2. What kind of home life does she have?
3. How is Jeannie different.fromhe friends?
4. What .causes this differenca?
5. Whet things does Jeannie write a ut?

6. Why doesn't Jeannie want to mee anyone after school,after her
composition hat been read?

Death la Drowning, pg. 54.

1. What did the rescuers find ln the canoe?
2. How was the youth's body recovered? -

3. What does the poet _call On music to do for fhe survivors?
4. What is the truth of'death that friends are left to ponder?
5. 1Heal the interview on page 55. On what facts did Eberhart

-,base the poem?

old age sticks, Tg. 69.

1.- What, 1n general, are adults always saying to young people?

2. Mow do young people react ta the advice of adults?
1. What then is the basid difference between the attitudes of

youth and age?
4. What thought is suggested by the last stanza?
5. Do you think a change in outlook is an inevitable part 9f

aging? Why or why not?

VOCABULARY Definitions due Wed. -Sptll/Vocab test Fri.

assuage garish
aimless encourage
repugnanoe repel
dislotSge significant
irresolute incomparable

WORD STUDY Analyze the underlined
Tell what the root wort
does to the meaning of

1. Jeannie walked along the busy
store windows.

t.aMence
dank
poignancy
subtle
rapt

word in each sentence below.
is. Tell what each affix

gWdiimlessly looking 1n

2. The opening of the door dislodged a flake of green-painted

plaster.

3. Mls Fisher had even been encouraging.

4. To Jeannie, the silence was unbearable.

5. Jeannie dropped a pencil from her unsteady fingers.

Qtam IMNESDAY (MAYBE)

Figure' Example assignment for high-ability reading group in
seventh-grade English
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grade. We spoke with a seventh-grader who illustrated the feelings of students

who faced this curriculum overlap. This girl had demonstrated mastery of sev-

enth-grhde math, and had been placed in a more advanced eighth-grade math

course. She indicated the eighth grade course also was not challenging. When

we inquired how she liked school, her reply was emphatic: "It's all the same:

boring. If I had a choice, I'd stay home."

The suryey of San Francisco Bay Area junior high, middle, and intermediate

schools which was mentioned earlier, further svggests that in those schools

where the faculty has attempted to eliminate this repetition of math content,

a "mini-advanced placement" program is used. Students who have mastered the

general math skills are enrolled in pre-algebra or algebra classes in grade 7

and Geometry in grade 8. They, then, skip these courses at the high school

level. Nevertheless, even in these schools, 60 percent, or more, of the stu-

dents are not prcvided such opportunities. As a result, they may repeat much

they already know. At the same time, they may learn that math is easy and

requires little time or attention in order to obtain "good grades." Later,

when they move to algebra or geometry in grade 9 or 10 and face acquisition

of new.concepts and skills, they may have a difficult time reordering their

behavior to give concentrated attention to what is being taught. They also

may not devote the time and effort necessary to perform successfully in a

math area that is challenging rather than Ha snap."

Science is another subject area.that warrants consideration, more from

a lack of'attention to the subject than from the simplicity of the work. Al-

though it is listed as part of the basic curriculum in most scholarly discus-

sions of middle or junior high schools (e.g., Klingele, 1979; Howard & Stoumbis,

1970), the San Francisco Bay Area survey indicates that science is not empha-

sized to the same degree as language arts, English/language arts, reading,
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half the schools surveyed (55 percent) reported that students were required'

to take science only as part ofa multidisciplinary team program or for part

math, and social studies, rticularly at grades 6 and 7. For example, over

of the school year (i.e., one quarter or one semester). Eighteen percent of

the schools offered no science classes in grade 6. Only 37 percent of the

schools i-equired a full year of science in grade 7. Forty-four percent re-

quired students to enroll in grade 7 science classes that were offered only

for a semester, or one or two trimesters. Twenty-five percent offered no sci-

ence. By grade 8, science had become a more"imprtant part of the curriculum.

All the schools requii-ed students "ta take an eighth-grade science course; 86

percent required a full year of science.

These findings are of concern because students' readiness to perform suc7

cessfully in the required science courses at the high school level may be lim-

ited if their junior high/middle school exposure to scientific concepts and

procedures is as limited as the above data suggest. Perhaps high school teach-
,

ers should be forewarned that they will need to introduCe students to the study

of science.

In addition to the above limitations, as suggested earlier, the work stu-

dents do in junior high/middle schools seems to be made even more simple and

repetitive by the ways in which the content is presented. An observer in the

Lounsbury, et al. (1980) study of a day in seventh grade reported, "In maRy,

classes the material was teacher-centered, with the presenter-teacher lecturing,

while the student was the absorber, not the doer. Many classes were boring and

repetitious. I'm glad I'm not a seventh grader" (p. 58). Another commented:

There were two areas that stood out most in my

mind. . . The first was how much writing she [the

student] did in one day. Most of it-being copying

things from the board.
The other thing was how the role of the students

in most classes,was a passive role. The kids seemed
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to spend their time either reading or writing, very
seldom talking or discussing. (p. 29)

A third said:

4
It all Puzzled me. Here is a middle school, recognized

as superior. The principal is a fine administrator. . .

the stOdents Are content and say theylike school
the teachers like their jobs.

Yet, I saw Marilyn.-- and all the other Marilyns --
sitting through a teacher's reading the text to them . .

writing routine answers from questions at the end of the
chapter or filling in the worksheets; sitting watching a
film and taking notes with.no discussion; listening to a
teacher talking . . :doing math papers alone with the
only incentive being, "Hurry up" . . . (p. 41)

A post hoc analysis of narrative descriptions of 20 days of classroom

observation in the Junior High.School Transition Study not only found the same

types of Activities underway, it also indicated that the teachers seldom stat-
,

ed explicitly the criteria'by which the quality of the students Work would

be judged. An apparent outcome of thislinstructional oversight was that most

students thought all they were required to do was -to finish the work and get

'it in on time. ,Only the high ability .students realized (on theft own) that

correctness and quality were important. The other students complained that

they did all the work and still received "D's."

The above discussion has provided a rather negative view of the work done

by junior high/middle school students. However, before one assumes that such

instructional activities are undesirable, it is important to re-examine the

work of Epstein and his colleagues. As noted earlier, Epstein's work on-brain

growth cycles suggests that between ages 12 and 14 little growth occurs. Ac-

cordingly, he suggests that, at this age, students should not be given a cogni-

tively complex curriculum. Review of previously 'mastered concepts and skills

and completion of straightforward tasks may better suit the needs of these 9tu-

:,

dents than complex assignMents which include new concepts and skills.



Conversely, Slavin and others at the Center for Social Organization of

Schools at Johns Hopkins University have conducted several studies comparing
,

junior high/middle school students' learning outcomes in classes where cooper-

ative group activities were utilized with.those in classes using work of the

sort des,ribed above (for example, see Slavin, 1980). They found that ado-
.

lescents, particularly low achievers, learn better in cooperative activities

than in individualistic ones. Hence, the work completed by junior high/middle

school students seems to be more than simple enough, Improvements in both

what is learned and how it is learned appear to be possible and warranted.

"You Still Have Hard Homework"

Homework is an accepted feature of the junior high/middle school program.

Large amounts of homework are assigned in most classes and some teachers devote

large portions of available instructional time to the correction of worksheets

assigned for homework the previous night. The net result, from the students'

points of view is that the important questions probably arose the night before

when they were doing the homework and were alime with whatever confusions and

difficulties may have arisen. While such requirements may force them to develop

a "facility for self-instruction" (Westbury, 1978, p. 20), a finding from the

Junior High School Transition Study (Ward, et al., 1982) suggests tfat among

the more important instructional behaviors related to successful student per-

formance in junior high school was the teacher's willingness to make himself

or herself available to answer students' emergent questions and provide immedi-

0 ate academic feedback. Strict reliance on worksheets completed at home, and

the consequent lack of appropriately timed academicfeedback and ,explanation,.

thus may hinder students performance in junior high school. The goal of

encouraging students to be autonomous learners, although important, may not

be best pursued by turning homework into instructional prime time.

-22-



"Your tic Still Around Kids"

Asked about the similarities between sixth and seventh grade, one stAent

wrote, "Your [sic] still kround kids." Junior Mgn and middle school classrooms

-- like those of elementary school and high school -- are "soCial-instructional

systems" (Tikunoff & Ward, 1978) within which a single teacher (usually) is

charged with managing and instructing approximately 30 students. Because'a

classroom contains numbers of students, it functions as a "mass processlig

system" (Do3ce, 1977) which accommodates the preferences, abilities and moryis

of students in a cumbersome fashion at best. To complete the assigned work,

students are expected to work undistracted and alone in a crowd which contains

-- at the least -- a group of acquaintances, and more frequently,,their best

friends. As'one seventh grader wrote about his junior high Sphool exPerience,

"You cam see your friends all day in school."

Working in close proximity to one's buddies, or often, the object4of one's

budding affections, requires students to deny powerful urges to socialize. Al-

though Jackson (1968) is commenting about elementary students in the following

excerpt, his point i$ even more poignant because of the exaggerated impUlsions"

to socialize associated with the emotional and physiological changes of ado-

lescence:

. . . students must try to'behave as if they were in soli-

tude, when in point of fact they are not. They must keep
their eyes on their paper when human faces beckon
(pp. 16-17)

Thus, performing well in junior high/middle school requires students to

develop social competencies as well as academic or cognitive competencies.

By social competencies we mean the abilities necessary for students to inter-

act successfully with the teacher and with other students in the classroom.

Such competencies enable a student to engage"in dnd withdraw appropriately

from communication with other individual.s and to make sense of the formal and
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informal messages which occur in such interactions. Since many social re-

quirements are created by the ways in which students do assigned tasks, as

outlined above, one social competency essential for successful classroom par-

ticipation is that of acting as if one were completing assigned tasks in a

lonely library carrel rather than the crowded confines of the classroom. Tilt -

ringing impatience of thousands of teachers testifies to the importance of

this.competency: "Keep your eyes on your own paper!" "Don't talk to your

neighbor!" "No side conversations." "Let's have all eyes up front!" Although

students.are expected to learn in a group of their peers, the learning process

itself is strictly an individual affair, and students are expected to be able

to ignore the presence of other youngsters when doing so.

Given that classrooms include large numbers of individuals, students also

maybe required to learn to work constructively with other students and concen-

trate on group-oriented as well as individually oriented learning goals. Skills

such as carrying on a serious group discussion, communicating ideas orally, to

one another, or providing academic help and tutoring to others who are confused

may be required of students when they engage in cooperative group tasks. In

addition, cooperative learning strategies, which requtre students to work to-
. ,

gether in order to complete academic tasks, are ,associated with a number of

social benefits. After conducting several length; reviews of the literature,

Johnson (1980) concludes:

There is considerable evidence that cooperative exper-
iences, compared with competitive and individualistic
ones, result in more positilie-interpersonal rplation-,

ships characterized by mutual liking, positiVe atti --L-

tudes toward each other, mutual concern, friendlin s,

attentiveness, feelings of obligation to other st dentS,'

and a deiire to win the respect of other studentS.

(p. 139)

Moreover, Johnson argues that cooperative learning arrangements, when corn-

\

pared with individualistic and competitive learning structures, are equally
-
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effective in promoting academic achievement. Because junior high and mid-

dle schools are charged not only with educatfng the intellect, but with

developing a social being who is able to work with others and contribute

to the social good, we question whether tfie near total disregard of coopera-

tive learning strategies that was described in the previous secticin may im-

pede the develoment of social competencies necessary for a productive adult

life.

Blyth, Simmons, and Bush (1978) look at students' relations with one

another from a different perspective. They point out the importance of

friends as the individuals With whom adolescent girls, in particular, prefer

to associate. They also indicate that in junior high schools younger boys have

about a 50 percent chance of being victimized by older boys. They note that a

majority of junior high school students feel that neither students nor teachers

know them well. Perhaps as a result of these factors, one impact of transition

to junior high schpol for the students they studied was a decline in self-esteem

for girls. No change was reported for the boys.- Thus, being around large num-

.

bers of unfamiliar students may not necessarily promote positive growth and de-

velopment for adoldscenti,who are undergoing a wide range of physical, emotioral,

intellectual, and social changes.

"The Teachers Are Sort of the Same"

Thus far, we have discussed the work students do and the skills they need

to apply in order to do that work in a classroom setting which includes 30 or

so students and a teacher. This, section discusses several additional skills

students must utlize to participate optimally in a junior high/middle school

class. It is titled, "Teachers Are Sort of the Same," because the skills that

are required result from the ways ir which teachers organize learning tasks.

Therefore, the discussion centers around the classroom conditions that require



students to learn to wait, to raise their hands to answer questions, and so

forth. Information follows later regarding specific teacher behaviors that

facilitate the learning of junior high/middle School students.

Junior high/middle school students who participate optimally in classroom

activities give the 'appearance that they are spending their time constructively

either by watching the teacher or carrying out relevant academic tasks. Class-

room conditions, however, do not necessarily support such engagement. For many

students, much of classroom life is spent marking time and waiting to be recog-

nized by the teacher, or to have a question answered, or for the bell to ring.

Students work at different speeds and finish their assignments at different

times. Teachers' comments which clarify the confusion of the leist dble stu-

dent in the class may bore the more able. Occasionally, the resources needed

to complete an assignment (a dictionary, say) must be shared among several

students: In situations such as these, students mtist accept delay in an ap-

propriate fashion.

Moreover, competent students do not disrupt the teacher's instructional

agenda. As Boocock (1973) has remarked:

The "good" student listens to'the teacher, follows instruc-
tions, does not disturb the class by talking out of turn,
and is otherwise receptive to being taught. (p. 24) [empha-

sis in textg

In addition, based on the procedures the teacher puts into operation,

students need to learn skills such as how to get the teacher's attention

in acceptable ways, when it is acceptable to talk with other students and

when it is not, whether or when it is okay to sharpen a pencil during class,

and how to state what they know so it will be acceptable to the teacher:

Our study of students' transition to junior high school suggests that the

participation requirements of the junior high school are similar to those in

the elementary school. In fact the elementary teachers were found to use a

-26-
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more diversified set of instructional procedures across a typical school

day than were used in the six-period seventh-grade day. Thus, the in-class

participation -equirements of the junior high school may be less demanding

than those they experienced in elementary'school. (See Rounds, et al.,

1982.)

In terms of preparation for high school, two participation demands of

junior high/middle school classes a're particularly relevant. These are time

management requirements imposed by the teacher and the extent to which the

teacher gives students responsibility for designing projects and other learn-

ing tasks.

The junior high school teachers we observed placed two types of time

mar3gement requirements on students. Several teachers distributed assign-

ment sheets that contained a list of tasks, activities, and/or projects,

which-were to be completed over several days, sometimes two or three weeks.

The students were expected to pace their work so the assignments were com-

pleted on time. Some teachers specified when various parts of the assign-

ments were to be completed; others left the students to schedule their own

.ork.. As might be expected, students who had had experience in elementary

school with assignments that spread over several days adjusted to these

requirements.better than those who had not. By the end of the Fall Quarter

of seventh grade, some students were still "playing around" at the beginning

O'f-the assignmeat period leaving too much work to be done in the last day

or'two. Unfortunately, at no time did we observe teachers providing the

students with formal instruction in how to pace the work. The few teachers

who were concerned about students' time management skills broke the long

assignments into smaller pieces and specified due dates for each part but

they.did not explain wki,,they had done so to the students.
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Further, dur experience in.junior high school classrooms suggests that

rarely, if ever, were students held responsible for designing their own assign-,

ments. They were expected to follow the teacher's curriculum rather than modi-

fying extending or proposing alternate learning activities. The self-initiated,

self-directed learning activities we (and numerous authors in the field of middle

school education) envision as being potentially important for adolescents did not

occur. AWhile we agree that independently developed work should be conducted under

the direct supervision of teachers who can answer emergent questions, ffmnitor,

offer encouragement and suggestions and, if necessary, indicate when a student

is moving in an inappropriate direction, our concern is that research conducted

to date suggests that the opportunities given adolescents to complete significant,

independent work are few. Hence, they may be expected to enter high school un-

prepared to take on such responsibilities.

An aside to this discussion, but nonetheless an important part of the stu-

dents' junior high/middle school experience, is the fact that the need to move

from classroom to classroom, the interactions with others that occur in the lock-
,

er area, and the bringing together of students from a large number of elemen-

tary schools make the out-of-class participation requirementsof the junior high

school complex. Many students in our study reported that this was the more in-

teresting and challenging*feature of the transition to junior high school. Mere-

ly finding classes was problematic initially. Locating lockers and avoiding

unpleasant encounters with, other stUdents in the locker area was a'worrisome

part of the students' entry to junior high. Becoming acquainted with students

from six elementary schools demanded "bravery" as well as "social know-how."

Interestingly, the junior high, school we studied applied no particular time or

effort to instruction in this aspect of junior high school life even though

it obviously was'related to the students' success in school.



"The Teachers are Stricter"

The above discussion has emphasized the instructional aspects of the

students' junior high/middle school experience. This section stresses the

adult authority and discipline aspects. As Willard Waller (1932) observed

half a century ago:

The teacher pupil relationship is a form of institutional-

ized domination and subordination. Teacher and pupil con-
front each other in the school with an original conflict of
desires, and however much that conflict may be reduced in
amount, or however much it may be hidden, it still remains.
The teacher represents the adult group, ever the enemy of
the spontaneous life of groups of children. The teacher
represents the formal curriculum, and his interest is in im-
posing that curriculum upon the children in the form of tasks;
pupils are much more interested in life in their own world
than in the dessicated bits of adult life which teachers haye
to offer. (p. 195-6)

For most adolescents, competent classroom participation involves a balancing

act, during which students learn to play to one audience while disguising

their behavior from the other. Tp maintain status among their peers, for ex-
.

ample, many studentssmay feel they have to challenge the teacher's authority.

At the same time, if students are to maintain their academic status, these

challenges cannut go too far. Successful students do not totally alienate

'teachers; they learn when and how to balance the expectations of the teacher

and their peers and court the approval of both parties,

Such skills inclUde the ability to "psych out" the teacher, and deter,

'mine whether a challenge to the teachei.'s legitimate authority will be met

with good-natured humor or immediate discipline. The ability to make this

challenge while not appearing to do.so is also important. Consider, for ex-

ample, the following incident observed by Mary Metz .(1978) during her study

of authority in two desegregated junior high schools. Metz's analytic com-

ments appear in parentheses.



Earlier Guy, a very big black boy seated in the back,

was out of his seat. Mrs. Theobold told him to sit back

down and asked rhetorically, "Do you wonder where your

points go?" He replied, with only the slightest edge of

irony in his tone, "Yeah, where?" Mrs. Theobold didn't un-

derstand, asking him to repeat. He did. I think she just

gave a straightforward answer..

(Guy thus came to-the near edge of mocking her, but

by using a rather factual tone, stayed clear of it. She

kept control by treating the question as serious and pass-

ing over it quickly. Thus there was a kind of stand off,

With each keeping face. Guy questioned her definition of

the situation publicly, but didn't push it; she refused to

understand his questioning of it, and he allowed her to mis-

understand him . .)

(Incidents like this are often so minor that I don't
notice their significance, or not totally, at the time. It

is only in looking back that I see how important they are. .

These duels of definition or for status occur in a matter of

one or two seconds and scarcely ripple.the surface of.the

main interaction and yet they are very significant.)

[pp. 137-138]

Hence, to the extent that they are organized as mass processing systems

-directed by a teacher, junior high/middle school classrooms provide arehas

where successful students attempt to accompish their awn peer-directed activi-

ties at the same time they appear to comply with teachers' directives. More6/er,,

many students either because of personal motivations or peer allegiances chal-

lenge.the role, demeanor, and prerogative.of the teacher.

It should be noted, somewhat ironically, that in order to encourage students'

ability to dissemble the true nature of their,inappropriate behavior, the teach-

er must be at least minimally successful in maintaining classroom order, If the

teacher is a poor manager, chaos -- rather than a stand off -- will result. Here

is an excerpt from the Junior High School Transition Study (Rounds, et al.,

1982) which portrays a classroom in which students' challenges were met with

an inadequate teacher response.

W.hen the bell rings: the class becomes quiet until

one student starts coughing. The coughing spreads through-

out the room. One, person coughs and then the next coughs
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so that the coughing just spreads. The teacher offers a

mild reprimand, "Let's quiet down. .Let's be quieW

Then the student in the'second seat next to the
windows yells, "What's that terrible smell?"

A student on the other side of the room near the

door answers, "Someone farted."

At that point, the,teacher suggests the class get to

work and passes out simile worksheets. While he's Making
the announcement, whistling and talking go on around the

room.. One student wads up Some paper and throws it out

the:window. Someone elsesharpens:a pencil.

A girl across the rOom from:the pentil sharpener
y011s,,"Will someone over there sharpen this pencil for
me?" and throws her pencil across the room.

The teacher says, "I wonder if we are going to have
to.send someone out? The minute you disturb this class,

out you go."

The noise from the students continues. One student

starts singing the "Star Spangled Banner," and several

others join in. Next, someone starts with the "Pledge of

Allegiance." Everyone .picks that up until it has gone

around the room.

In the Transition Study most teachers established specific rules and expec-

tations. They enforced them consistently with sanctions focused on the

individuals who failed to participate appropriately. Mese classrooms func-

tioned with a semblance of order that allowed instruction to proceed. Being

"stricter" appeared to be necessary. As illustrated above in those rare

classes where the teacher was not "strict," the students set the standards

and wrenched the authority from the teacher.

Effective Teaching in Junior Nigh/Middle School

The above settions have described tbe.context in which junior high/mi&

dle school.education is placed, including the unique characteristics of the

students servedthe historical beginning of these."in between" schoolsi



and the differences in middle schools and junior high schools as presented in

the philosophical rhetoric under:pinning the middle school movement. The.aca-

demic and social,requirementssplaced on students in junior high/middle schools

also have been discussed. In this section, we now address the 'fact that

some junior high/middle school teachers are more effective than Athers in

terms of their abilitj to teach adolescents. The question of what effective

junior high/middle school teachers do is pursued.

As is true for the literature on junior high/middle schools in its en-

tirety, there is very little empirical data from which to draw conclusions

about what teaching is like in junior high/middle schools. An accumulation

of basic descriptions about the teaching in a variety of junior high/middle

sthools does not even exist. Given this background; this portion of the paper-

will rely largely on two sources. The first is the large-scale and impressive-

ly comprehensive study of junior high schools that was directed by Carolyn

Evertson at the Research and Development Center for Teacher Education at the

University of Texas at Austin (see, for example, Evertson, Anderson, Anderson,

& Brophy, 1980; Evertson, Sanford & Enimer, 1981;, Sanford & Evertson 1981).

Evertson's work not only provides basic descriptive information about the

normative instructional practices of English and mathematics teachers in a

large urban school district, it also illustrates the range of individual

differences among teachers in their instructional practices and which kinds

of practices appear more suitable. The second source for what follows is the

in-depth descriptive study of eleven seventh-grade teachers in one suburban

junior high school that was conducted by the Far West Laboratory as part of
1

the Junior High School Transition Study (see Rounds, Ward, Mergendoller &

Tikunoff, 1982). This study corroborates the`Evertson work both in terms of

what is typical instructional practice and the kinds of variation that can
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be found among teachers. The discussion that follows stresses the effective

teaching strategies that were identified in these studies.

Patte:ns of More and Less Effective Teaching it? Junior Hi h School

The question of appropriateness of junior high school teaching is both

organilaiional and behavioral. First, one can question whether the general

instructional organization of teaching in junior high school is appropriate.

Second, one can ask what specific teaching behaviors ai.e most appropriate.

.
Here, one can anticipate that teachers fall on a distribution of effective

teaching behaviors, where teachers at the top end of the spectrum exhibit

greater quantities of those behaviors and thus are more effective than teach,-

ers in the middle .c1 lower%portions of the distribution. For,example, re-

search at the elementary level has shown that effective teaching is often

characterized by above-average amounts of task-oriented behavior, contrib-

uting to a pattern called "direct instruction." On the one hand, it martae--"

that what works well in elementary school is inherently inappropriate in

junior high school because of students' biological growth and differences

in the curriculum. On the other hand, it is possible that many character-

istics of effective teaching are universal across grade levels and subject

areas, or that\students at.least prefer these methods during the period of

junior high schoOl, when social concerns take new precedence.

The Evertson work-tackled the que:Ition of effectiveness at the junior

'high school level in two ways: 1) by a traditional process-product correla-

ttonal approaCh, with adjusted class achievement and attitudes toward teach-

ers serving as outcomes; and 2) by comparisons of descriptions of more and

less effective classroom managers (teachers), where effectiveness was defined

by multiple criteria, including adjusted class achievement, students' ratings



of teachers, observer ratings of teacher management, and average percentages

0

of student academic engagement. ,

Based on the process-product approach, Evertson, Anderson, Anderson, and

Brophy (1980) reported that a pattern of effective teaching was easier to de-

termine for mathematics classes than English classes. More,effective math

teachers were found,to be more active, organized, and academically-oriented.

They spent more time in class lecture and discussion and relatively less

time in seatwork, and their discussion periods were marked by asking students

many questions. These teachers also were found to be more effective class

managers and more able to prevent discipline problems: Finally, these teach-

ers were rated by students as being more enthusiastic, niirturant, and af-

fectionate. In sum, effective math teachers followed the basic'tenets of

direct instruction, in additiOn to satisfying students' emotional needs.

No clear pattern of effective teaching emerged for English classes as

a whole, although some correlates of effective teaching measured by stu-

dents' attitudes, were identified for lower ability English classes. Here,

students preferred what seemed t) be a less demanding academic situation,

with teachers minimizing class discussions and public questioning and de-

voting more time to individualizing instruction and private contacts. Cor-

relates of effective teaching for high ability English classes were not

clearly identified.

Emmer and Evertson (1980) identified 13 more effective English and math

teachers and 13 less effective junior high school English and math teachers

based on a definition that combined student performance on several outcome

measures. Narrative descriptions of these teachers were compared to identify

differences in classroom management techniques that'the two groups used at

the beginning of the school year. It should be noted that in looking at the
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more effective teachers, 'Emmer and Evertson were describing Approximately

the top 25 percent of their sample. Conversely, the less effective teadhers

represented approximately the bottom 25 percent of the sample. The authors

were able to identify five broad management themes which differentiated be-

tween the more and less effective teachers.

The first theme addressed how the teachers taught their students rules

and procedures. More effective and less effective teachers spent approxi-

mately the same amount of class time teaching rules and procedures, but more

effective teachers were more successful in getting the rules and procedures

across to Students clearly and more successful in coming up with and enforc-

ing rules and procedures to handle complex situations.

The second theme concerned teacher monitoring,of student compliance

with rules and procedures'. Compared with less effective teachers, more

effective teachers referred to t.leir rules and procedures more frequently,

ignored disruptive behavior less, and were more consistent in their behav-

ior management. More effective teachers also tended to carry through with

the prestated consequences for a violatior, of a rule more often than less

effective teachers.

The third theme involved maintaining student responsiblity for work.

More effective teachers'made more effort to see that students got a good

start carrying out activities, that students kept progressing, and that stu-

dents completed assignments. This often was facilitated by giving students

daily assignments that teachers collected daily and checked or graded quickly.

These teachers also tended to have a work system so that students understood

how each assignment was related to their grade. In contrast, students in

classes of less effective teachers were not.given assignments on a regular

basis and their work was not monitored as well or subject to a regular check-

ing/grading routine.
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The fourth theme had to do with how te'achers communicated information.

More effective teachers gave clearer directions, stated objectives, and estab-

lished routines for communicating assignments. These teachers also were bet-

ter4ble.to communicate their behavioral expe.ftations to students, and they

helped students comprehend and complete tasks -- for example, by breaking down
ts,

complex tasks into step.by-step procedures. The difference between more and

less effective teachers on this theme was especially salient for English

teachers, where the curriculum was 'less linear.

The fifth theme concerned organizing instruction. Emmer and Evertson

found that while more and less effective Uachers were similar in that they

.*
rarely gave differentiated assignments, more effective teachers carried out

their instruction with less wasted time, interacted more in a whole-class

format, and were better .able to challenge higher achieving students (e.g.,

with extra-credit problems) than less effective teachers.

In a similar comparative study, Worsham and Evertson (1980) examined

.
in greater depth how junior high school teachers maintained student.account-

ability for written work (related to the third theme above). Based on com-

<4.

parisons of seven more effective English teachers and seven less effective

English teachers, the authors identified five dimensions that distinguished

between the accountability systems.of more and less effective teachers.

First, more effective teachers were more clear about all aspects of work

requirements than less effective teachers. This was accomplished by setting

specific requirements for a paper's form (e.g., how to head papers), neatness,

completeness, due date, and make-up procedures. l',econd, more effective teach-

ers had better procedures for communicating assignments and instructions than
A

less effective teachers. For example, more effective teachers not only gave

clear directions but tended to launch into work as soon as the period began
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and to have students keep thefr own assigment records in their notebooks.

In contrast, less effective teachers often gave insufficient directions or

found themselves giving directions to inattentive students. The third dis-

tinguishing feature of the accountability system of more effective teachers,

was that they had procedures or monitoring and encouraging students once

students started working, e.g., by physically walking around the room and

checking off student work in their gradebook. In contrast, less effective

teachers tended not to monitor students once they had stared working. Fourth,

'more effective teachers established consistent routines for turning in and

checking work. Work was always handed in to a clearly designated spot so

that it could be checkeckor recorded. Less effective,teacheri tended not to

employ routines to assure that work was always checked nor did they require

students to turn-in their assignments regularly. The final dimension of the

work accountability system of more effective teachers was that they provided

students with regular feedback. This was accomplished both by assigning

\ grades to papers and by class discussion,of answers. Less effective teachers

did not use these practices as consistently, and sometimes there was no

opportunity to,use them because papers were not turned in or checked.

In sum, the comparative descriptions of more and less effective junior

high scho6 teachers as analyzed by Evertson and her colleagues indicate that

the top quarter of the distribution of teachers carries out instruction using

a number of systematic and :onsistent'procedures that minimize ambiguity and

assur that students are cooperative and on-task. Thus, students enter these
0

classeS each day knowing the parameters of expected behavior,'knowing their

assignments, and knowing they will be held accountable for doing their work.

At the other end of the distribution, there appear to be teachers who have

minimal sets of procedures and often are unable +Lb communicate or enforce\,,,
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these procedures consistently. Students, then,\enter these classes knowing

that there are no consistent limits on their behavor, not understanding their

assignments clearly, and not knowing whether the teadher will even bother to

monitor or check thei work. Presumably, the majority of teachers fall some-

where ih between these two extremes.

The Far West study of eleven junior high teachers (Rounds, et al. 1982)

identified fdur general charactertistics that differentiated between the

more and less successful teachers in the school, where success was judged

on the basis of students' use of academic time, their grades in the vari-

ous classes, their adherence to classroom rules and norms, and their rela-

tions with their peers.

The more successful teachers made themselves accessible to their stu-

dents, providing them with help on their assignments and giving them reg-

ular feedback and reinforcement. These teachers usually engaged in fre-

quent monitoring and physical movement about the classroom. In contrast,

there were a few teachers who refused to help students (e.g., sat at their

desks and ignored raised hands) or provided feedback that was virtually use-
,

less (e.g., "Yes, that's wrong"). /The more successful teachers also,gave

clear directions and explanation, whereas less successful teachers did not.

The more successful teachers not only stressed the coverage of course content,

but thdy also made efforts to encourage stLdent interest in the subject mat-

ter. In contrast, less successful teachers either did not stress content

coverage or they Wessed content coverage without taking student interest

into account. Finally, the-more successful teachers established classroom

rules and norms, and they:worked to maintain them. In addition, these teach-
,

ers focused disciplinary actions on the specific individual(s) who violated

the rules and norms. Lesis succussful teachers did not have functioning rules



and norms and their disciplinary actions often consisted of empty threats

directed at the class as a whole (e.g.,,"I wonder if we are going to have to

send someone out? The minute you disturb the class, out you go."). These

four general characteristics overlap nicely with the Evertson work.

In sum, the findings on.patterns of more and less effective teaching

im junior high school do not really challenge the instruCtional framework .

that was discussed earlier -- undifferentiated assignments and period5 filled

by,teacher recitation, discussion, and seatwork. Instead, it appears that,

within,this basde framework, teachers display a range of specific managerial

and instrudtional behaviors whereby some teachers seem to encourage students'

progress while others appear to discourage it. These individual differences

among teachers often can be quite striking. In general, the more effective

teachers get students prepared for instruction with a workable set of rules

and procedures, communicate inNcetioR and assignment expectations clearly,

make students accountable for frequent ignments, monitor students during
-

work, and provide help and feedback on a regular basis. By stating these

general characteristics, it should not be assumed that the same set of teach-

ing behaviors is optimal for the entire pacage of subject matters and elec-

tives found at the junior high school level. What works best in the more

multifaceted curriculum areas like English may depend to a large extent on

the ability composition of the class. Certainly, this is an area that begs

further investigation.

Teaching in the Middle School

The research that was just reviewed was conducted in junior high schools,

and, thus, there is some question regarding the extent to which those find-

ings are generalizable to middle schools. Certainly, there is no question

that middle school proponents advocate forms af instructional organization
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an.d teaching that vary from what has been described tnus far. Several quotes

taken from Lounsbury, Marani, and Compton (1980) suggest how different the mid-

dle school outlook can be:

extensive and varied materials should be employed,
some commercially produced, others teacher-made, and
still others made by the students themselvet. Classroom
sets of a single textbook are seldom needed at the middle
school level. (p. 15)

The'nature of the middle school' student necessitates an in-
structional approach which leads to personalized assignments
and activities. There may be times when the student needs to

work alone . . . At other times the activity may lend itself
to working in groups of.two, three, or four. In still other
instances the optimal group may'be as large as 150. (p. 16)

:reaching in an integrated program for active early adoles-
cents should be more nondirective and action-oriented than
in schools for younger children. The diversity of student

interests and needs at the middle school level also demands
that many topics be student-generated as well as student-
implemented. (p. 16)

Perhaps the curricular area most vital to the developmental
needs of early adolescence is that of health education. (p. 15)

The question to ask about this middle school rhetoric is whether ornot mid-

dle schools'actually follow practices like'those espoused above. Lounsbury,

et al. (1980) provide descriptions of student life in several exemplary middle

schools which suggest that many of the practices have been adopted. As stated

previously, however, they also provide examples of classrooms where sucii prac-

tices are not followed.

Condirsions

In closing, we wish to summarize our thoughts and emphasize a self-evi-

dent but nonetheless important theme that has run throughout this discussion.

Students' experiences in junior high/middle schools depend on three aspects 'of

the instructional program: (1) the nature of the academic tasks students must

complete; (2) the social-organizational structure of the classroom; and (3)

-'40-
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'the management and accountability system employed by,the teacher. What stu-

dents learn in the classroom is based on the.interaction of these three fac-

tors (c.f., Tikunoff 81 Ward, 1978; Blumenfeld, Mergendoller & Swarthout,

1982). To a large extent teachers, given appropriate training and material

support, can manipulate these factors and change their classrooms into envi-

ronments that facilitate students' development of Certain skills and impede

others. The information presented here suggests that, in classrooms where

effective teachers are functioning, students develop a wide range of academic

and social skills that prepare them for the move to high school. The students

also become active participants in the learning process. However, in general,

the cognitive complexity of the tasks assigned to junior high/middle school

students appears to emphasize a fact-recall, fill-in-the-blank, and rote

learning approach. Further, with the exception of the most able students,

who may be placed in advanced classes covering new subject matter, the mlthe-

matics curriculum completed by most seventh7grade students includes a consid-

erable portion of skills and concepts the students already learned in grades

5 and 6. In'addition, many junior high/middle school students enter high

school with limited science backgrounds and with minimal experience in select-

ing appropriate courses from a list of electives.

On the Other hand, because entry to junior high/middle school places stu-

dents in an instructional setting where they'are required to work with more

teachers than in elementary school and interact with a large number of students

they have not known previously; complex social skills are required of junior

high/middle school students. Adolescents' success in these schools results --

in.part -- from appropriate use of a wide range of classroom participation

skills in addition to their academic skills. How to (a) get the teacher's at-

tention, (b) answer questions appropriately, (c). Manage time, (d) plan projects,



and (e) interact with one's peers in an acceptable manner are among the

skills that must be learned and applied in each classroom. Because each

teacher establishes an instructional-social-system that differs in subtle

c)r- not-so-subtle ways from those of other'teachers, a junior high/middle

school student must decode and respond to a wide array of Participation

requirements. This is the case eVen when the basic instructional format is

the same across all classes, e.g., lecture, recitation, and seatwork. Not

until a student leaves high school,and enters colle0 or the work force

will he or she face situations requiring similar increases in social par-

ticipation requirements.

Obviously, junior high/middle school education has strengths and weak-

nesses. One strength revolves around the ways in which schools are provid-

ing instructional programs that phase in the move to a departmentalized pro-

gram -- as carried out in high school -- from an elementary prPgram based

on self-contained classrooms or team-teaching of two or three subjects by,a

similar number of teachers. Another strength is the effective teachers who

are found in these schools. The same student will be more successful in an

effective teacher's classroom than he or she is in the classroom of a teacher

who does not employ the effective teaching strategies discussed above. A cOm-

posite of three to six effective teachers per day should provide a student

with a more stimulating and less pasiive experience than"is typical, for most

junior high/middle school students. A third strength is the emphasis,upon a

core set of subjects that build the stidents' basic reading, writing, and

math skills. Continued development of these skills in junior high/middle

schoolllelps students establish a strong base for,carrying out the academic

tasks-they will be expected to perform in high school.
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The weaknesses in the program center around the repetitiveness of both

instructional procedufts and content, the limited experience students appear

to be given in selecting elective courses, the lack of cooperative learning

experiences, and the lack of attention to teaching -- explicitly -- such

skills as time management question asking peer tutoring, and project plan-

ning. A more diverse and cognitively complex program not only might in-

crease students' interest An the junior high/middle school curriculum, it

also might better prepare-them for high school. Further, explicit attention

to partiapation skills such,as those discussed earlier might increase stu-

dents' capacity to understand and function in a variety of complex social

and organizational settings, both at the high school level and in the adult

world.

Although the typical junior high/middle school experience encountered

by students may not be all that we want it to be, the above discussion sug-

gests some schools, and even more teachers, offer instructional programS that

come close to providing the desired ltarning experiences. In addition, sev-

eral avenues for improving the learning experiences that are offered to the

early.adolescents and adolescents who attend junior high/middle schools have

been identified, and can be pursued by educators committed to providing edu-

cational excellence for the "in-betweenager."
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